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QUESTION 1

A merchant has a Magento store products for local customers toexplore new markets they want to create an
independent store to offer the existing catalog with a different price and branding. 

What action is required achieve this? 

A. Create a new website and change the price scope in Product Attributes configuration 

B. Create a new website and change the price scope to website in Store configuration 

C. Create a new store view and develop a module to extend the price capacities 

D. Create a new store group selecting the appropriate price scope. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A Magento Open Source merchant sell toys and gift and wants to improve the experience on their website. The
merchant wants to avoidextensions or customization. 

How is this achieved? 

A. Enable the Gift Registry and allow customers to create a public Registry accessible by direct URL 

B. Enable Wishlist functionality so customers can share a list for holidays or special occasions 

C. Create a configuration Gift Card product available for online redemption. 

D. Enable anonymous RMA to allow customer to return gifts without informing the original buyer 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A merchant selling furniture on their Magento site wants to expand their catalog and begin selling televisions. They want
to make the technical specifications for each television model visible in tan on the product page. 

What two actions are required? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. List the product specifications in the product description 

B. Use the default attribute set and create new attributes as needed 

C. Create a new attribute set for televisions, 

D. In the product specification attributes, set Visible on Catalog Pages on Storefront to yes. 
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Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

A merchant using Magento Commerce for B2B enabled the requisition lists feature to speed up the order process for
their customers. Some users are stating the requisition list in hidden for other users in their company. 

Why is this happening? 

A. You must enable the share requisition lists for each company in Magento admin panel 

B. The requisition lists are created by users and are shared by company 

C. You must enable share option in Requisition Lists configuration 

D. The company admin user must enable share requisition lists option in their company account panel 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A merchant sells low-priced items and has a high average numberof items per order. Once a customer has over five
items in their cart, the mini-cart increases in height and difficult to navigate on module. 

How do you improve the mini-cart user experience using native Magento features? 

A. Enable mini-cart pagination 

B. This requires a customization 

C. Disable the min-cart 

D. Limit the number of items visible and hide the scrollbar 

Correct Answer: B 
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